Discrete event simulation is a methodology to study the behavior of complex systems. Its drawback is that, in order to get reliable results, simulations have to be usually run over a long stretch of time. This time requirement could decrease through the usage of parallel or distributed computing systems. In this paper we analyze the Time Warp synchronization protocol for parallel discrete event simulation and present an analytical model evaluating the upper bound on the completion time of a Time Warp simulation. In our analysis we consider the case of a simulation model with homogeneous logical processes, where \homogeneous" means they have the same average event routine time and the same state saving cost. Then we propose a methodology to determine when it is time-convenient to use a Time Warp synchronized simulation, instead of a sequential one, for a simulation model with features matching those considered in our analysis. We give an answer to this question without the need to preliminary generate the simulation code. Examples of methodology usage are reported for the case of both a synthetic benchmark and a real world model.
Introduction
A parallel discrete event simulator consists of a set of Logical Processes (LPs) modeling distinct parts of the simulated system 12]. Each LP executes a sequence of events. The execution of an event possibly triggers a change in the state of the LP and schedules events to be executed at a later simulation time. The scheduling of an event for an LP is realized by sending to it a message with the content and the occurrence time, namely timestamp, of the event.
LPs synchronize in order to guarantee causality (i.e., timestamp ordered execution at each LP). In conservative synchronization 3] the execution of an event with timestamp t at a given LP is allowed whenever no event with timestamp smaller than t is guaranteed to be ever scheduled for that LP in the progress of the simulation. Instead optimistic synchronization, namely Time Warp 19, 20] , allows LPs to execute events greedily (i.e., whenever they are available) and uses checkpoint-based rollback for recovering from timestamp order violations.
As synchronization imposes overhead, the question \is it pro table to implement a given simulation model in a parallel way instead of in a sequential one?" comes up quite straightforwardly. In this paper we give an answer to this question for the case of Time Warp synchronization applied to simulation models with homogeneous LPs (i.e., LPs having the same average event routine time and the same state saving cost). This is done by introducing an analytical model for evaluating the upper bound on the completion time of a Time Warp simulation.
In order to compare sequential and Time Warp simulations our analysis requires the knowledge of basic features of the simulation model (e.g., number of LPs and how they interact) and of the hardware/software platform. No simulation code is required for the comparison. In this particular aspect our approach di ers from the one in 37] where, for an already existing sequential simulation program based on the process interaction model, a technique for evaluating performance of conservative synchronization is presented.
In our analysis of Time Warp synchronization we do not assume that the overhead due to state saving and rollback is negligible (as supposed by several previous analytical models 18, 21] ). Furthermore, the e ects of aggregation of LPs onto processors is taken into account. Our major assumptions are: (i) load is balanced among processors (i.e. the mean time spent executing events and the mean time spent for the rollback/recovery mechanism is the same on all processors) and (ii) the rollback behavior of the simulation reaches a steady state. These assumptions are commonly accepted in the literature 18, 21, 26] in order to build analytically tractable models.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. A short description of Time Warp basic concepts is given in Section 2. An overview of papers dealing with Time Warp modeling is proposed in Section 3. Section 4 describes our analytical model. The methodology for the choice between sequential and parallel implementation is reported in Section 5. In Section 6 some experimental results highlighting the e ectiveness of the methodology are shown for both a synthetic benchmark and a real world model. Conclusions are reported in Section 7.
Time Warp Description
In Time Warp synchronization each LP has its own notion of simulation time, namely Local Virtual Time (LV T). LPs interact solely by exchanging messages. Any message exchange represents the scheduling of an event for the recipient LP. Each message carries the content of the scheduled event and is \stamped" with a virtual send time and a virtual receive time. Virtual send time is the LV T of the sender LP at the time the message is sent. Virtual receive time, also known as timestamp, represents the simulation time for the occurrence of that event at the recipient LP. Whenever an event is executed by an LP, its LV T moves to the timestamp of the event. In the remainder of the paper we use \event" and \message" as synonymous, \event execution" and \message processing" as synonymous as well.
LPs process messages whenever they are available, under the optimistic assumption of a timestamp ordered execution. Each time a timestamp order violation is detected by an LP (i.e., a message timestamped in the past of its LV T arrives), it rolls back to its state immediately prior the violation and the execution resumes 19] . While rolling back, the LP cancels some sent messages by sending antimessages. Each antimessage signals to the recipient LP that the corresponding message has to be discarded. Upon the arrival of an antimessage corresponding to an already processed message, the recipient LP rolls back as well. Hence, we can distinguish between rollback generated by the arrival of a message with timestamp in the past of the LV T of the recipient LP (straggler message) and rollback due to antimessages. We refer to the former as primary rollback, to the latter as secondary rollback.
Incoming messages are stored by the LP into an input-queue, ordered by timestamps. An output-queue is used to store antimessages (i.e., whenever a message is sent, the corresponding antimessage is generated and stored into this queue). Antimessages are ordered by virtual send times. When the LP rolls back to virtual time t, all antimessages stamped with virtual send time greater than t are sent. Both aggressive and lazy sending schemes have been proposed 15]. In the aggressive scheme antimessages are sent as soon as the LP rolls back. Instead, in the lazy scheme, they are placed into a queue of pending antimessages; after resuming the execution, if a message is produced identical to one that would have been unsent during rollback, then the new message and the corresponding antimessage are discarded, otherwise the antimessage is sent.
State recovery at a past simulation time is guaranteed by an underlying checkpointing scheme. Commonly used schemes are periodic The Global Virtual Time (GV T) is de ned as the lowest value among the timestamps of messages either not yet processed or currently being processed or in transit. The GV T value represents the commitment horizon of the simulation because no rollback to a simulation time preceding GV T can ever occur. The GV T notion is used to reclaim memory allocated for obsolete messages/antimessages and state information, and to allow operations that cannot be undone (e.g., I/Os, displaying of intermediate simulation results, etc.). The memory reclaiming procedure is known as fossil collection.
Related Work
The complexity of the analysis of the rollback parameters pushed the earliest performance models of Time Warp synchronization to be focused on the context of 2-processor scenarios 8, 21, 26, 29] . Performance analyses for the case of multiple processors have been carried out in more recent years. In 23] it is shown that Time Warp performs better than conservative synchronization whenever the checkpointing-rollback cost is negligible. Time Warp synchronization for the case of self-initiating models has been analyzed in 27], where an upper bound on the performance is derived neglecting the e ects of rollback propagation (i.e., cascading rollbacks due to the spreading of antimessages are not modeled in the analysis). This model is mainly focused on the e ects of communication on synchronization. The case of self-initiating models has been studied also in 9] where, under the assumption of negligible checkpointing-rollback cost, upper and lower bounds on performance of Modi cations to the classical Time Warp synchronization have been proposed to embed barrier synchronizations in order to allow optimism of event execution at a limited extent 1, 4, 7, 25, 31, 32, 35] . Among the outcoming protocols, a complete performance model has been presented in 6] for the case of Bounded Time Warp 35] . In this protocol a global window is iteratively de ned and, in any iteration, LPs are allowed to process only the messages with timestamp in that window. The analysis in 6] compares performance of Bounded Time Warp to that of a conservative protocol for the case of a queuing network under heavy load for each server. Such analysis considers the e ects of the aggregation of LPs onto processors which are not outlined in most previous models.
For what concerns Time Warp with periodic checkpointing, several performance analyses versus the checkpoint interval have been presented 24, 28, 30] .
A performance optimization methodology versus both the number of processors and the checkpoint interval appears in 5]. Such a methodology relies on an analytical model describing the rollback parameters, which takes into account rollback propagation due only to the rst wave of antimessages. The model is not solved in closed form, so its application is based on an iterative procedure using observed values of the rollback parameters of the simulation.
Rather di erent approaches to run time optimization of performance through the reduction of the rollback probability are: the usage of throttling (i.e., delaying event execution) 10, 11] and the reduction of distances between local simulation clocks at distinct LPs through dynamic load balancing based on active migration of LPs 17] .
Compared to performance models in literature, our model has features similar to that in 6] (although we analyze a di erent synchronization protocol -i.e., Time Warp instead of Bounded Time Warp). In our analysis the costs of checkpointing and of rollback are not neglected; furthermore the aggregation of LPs onto processors is taken into account, as the upper bound we state on the execution time of a Time Warp simulation depends also on the probability of communication between LPs running on remote processors. Two main di erences exist between the model in 6] and our one: we consider communication as instantaneous (like in 18]); we do not restrict the analysis to a particular simulation model (e.g., queuing networks), homogeneity of LPs is, instead, our only assumption on the simulation model.
The Model
We consider a Time Warp system structured as follows. Processors are homogeneous and there is an instance of the Time Warp kernel on each processor. Communication between processors is supposed to be instantaneous (i.e., the delivery delay of a message due to the communication network is supposed to be zero; a time overhead due to the message packing/unpacking is, however, taken into account). The Time Warp kernel manages the local event list consisting of the logical collection of all input queues of local LPs. LPs are scheduled for event execution according to the Smallest-Timestamp-First policy 20]. Rollback is non-preemptive: if a message/antimessage with timestamp in the past of the LV T of the recipient LP arrives while an event is being executed, then the rollback does not take e ect until the end of the event execution 18]. Antimessages are sent aggressively. Checkpoints are taken periodically and the checkpoint period has the same value for all LPs; furthermore, coasting forward is executed in atomic fashion 12]. The amount of memory is supposed enough large to allow the completion of the simulation without executing fossil collection; therefore time spent for fossil collection is here neglected.
The following basic notations are adopted: p denotes the number of processors, n LP denotes the number of LPs, P r denotes the rollback probability (i.e., the ratio between the number of rollbacks and the number of executed events), and L r denotes the average rollback length (i.e., the average number of undone events at each rollback occurrence). Additional notations are introduced where they will be needed.
In our analysis we assume: a) LPs are homogeneous, that is: (i) the average execution time for the event routine has the same value for all LPs, (ii) the average state saving time has the same value for all LPs 1 ;
1 Note that homogeneity of LPs does not imply that their distribution functions for the timestamp increment have the same mean values. b) the total amount of forecast simulation events is equally distributed among the processors; c) the rollback behavior of the simulation reaches a steady state; furthermore, the rollback probability P r and the average rollback length L r assume the same value for all LPs; d) at least one non-executed event is stored in the local event list at any time; e) each event execution schedules a single new event.
From the features of the considered Time Warp system and from assumptions d) and e), the ow-graph for the execution of a simulation event on whichever processor is shown in Figure 1 . In correspondence to the decision block rollback, the path labeled YES is executed with rate P r . The YES path outgoing from the decision block checkpoint has rate 1= .
In the following subsections we pass through the steps listed below:
the relation between the number of forecast events and the total number of events of the parallel execution is stated as a function of the rollback parameters P r and L r ; an analysis of the rollback parameters is presented and upper bounds on P r and on the product P r L r are then derived; the upper bound on the simulation execution time is obtained as a function of the bounds on P r and P r L r .
Number of Events of the Parallel Execution
The total number of events N par executed in a Time Warp simulation consists of two components: N seq , the forecast events (corresponding to those events that would be executed by a sequential simulator), and N roll , the events undone by rollback occurrences. Therefore, the following equality holds:
The number of rolled-back events N roll is given by the number of rollback occurrences P r N par multiplied by the average rollback length L r , i.e.:
Substituting (2) in (1) we get: N par = N seq + (P r N par )L r (3) and by (3), through simple algebra, the relation between N par and N seq is stated as a function of the rollback parameters as follows: Expression (4) can be rewritten as:
where 1=P r is the average distance, in terms of number of events, between two successive rollback occurrences (this quantity is commonly referred to as rollback interval 24]). Therefore (1=P r ? L r ) is the average number of events which are not undone in a rollback interval. The quantity N seq =(1=P r ? L r ) is the number of rollback intervals of a simulation with N seq forecast events.
Multiplying latter quantity by the rollback interval we obtain, as expected, the total number of executed events. The consistency of expression (4) relies on the constraint:
L r < 1 P r (6) implying the termination of the simulation (i.e., the total number of events of the parallel execution is a bounded positive quantity). In other words, if the rollback length is less than the rollback interval, then, at any rollback occurrence, the simulation does not move as far back as the last rollback point, thus implying simulation time progress. The investigation on requirements for progress and termination of the simulation is out of the aim of this paper. A formal approach to progress and termination has been presented in 22].
Rollback Parameters
In this section we rst determine analytical expressions for the rollback parameters P r and L r ; upper bounds on P r and on the product P r L r are then derived.
Let us de ne scheduling cycle the set of activities performed at each processor for the execution of a simulation event (i.e., the activities of the ow-graph in Figure 1 ). On each processor the simulation consists of a sequence of scheduling cycles. Homogeneity of processors together with assumptions a) and c) imply that the average time spent for a scheduling cycle is the same on all processors. Furthermore, assumption d) implies that no processor is idle till the end of the simulation. Hence, the sequence of scheduling cycles can be thought, on the average, as a step by step computation (see Figure 2) , where a set of p concurrently executed scheduling cycles is referred to as advancement step of the simulation. Step by Step Advancement of the Simulation.
As communications are assumed to be instantaneous, any message/antimessage sent in the n-th advancement step arrives at the recipient LP before the end of that advancement step. Therefore, at the beginning of each advancement step no message/antimessage is still in transit (i.e., each processor is completely concerned about all the messages/antimessages already generated in the system and addressed to it). As a consequence, the GV T of the simulation is recorded on one of the p processors. This is exploited in our analysis (see Section 4.2.3) to derive the expressions for the rollback parameters.
Analysis of the Rollback Probability
We model the rollback probability P r as the sum of several contributions: one due to the arrival of a straggler message (i.e., primary rollback), all the others due to the propagation of antimessages (i.e., secondary rollback). The expression stated for P r is:
where Q p denotes the probability to execute a primary rollback and Q s denotes the probability of rollback propagation through antimessages. Therefore, Q i s models the probability of a cascading rollback spreading in i steps, and the quantity Q p Q i s represents the probability that some LP has executed a primary rollback and the rollback propagates in i steps. Each propagation step is due to antimessages timestamped in the past of the LV T of the recipient LP 2 . Consistency of (7) is given by inequality Q p + Q s 1; at the end of this subsection it will be shown that such inequality holds for the expressions below derived for Q p and Q s .
Because of the Smallest-Timestamp-First scheduling policy, there is no primary rollback generation among LPs running on the same processor 19]. Therefore a straggler message always implies communication between LPs running on distinct processors. As a consequence, we state for Q p the following expression:
-is the probability that an arriving message has been sent by an LP running on a remote processor;
-M p is the probability that the timestamp of an arriving message is in the past of the LV T of the recipient LP.
The probability Q s can be expressed as:
Q s = A p (9) where: -is the probability for an LP to receive at least one antimessage (i.e. the probability that some rolling back LP produces at least one antimessage addressed to it); -A p is the probability that the timestamp of an arriving antimessage is in the past of the LV T of the recipient LP.
Quantity represents the probability of remote communication; it takes into account the mapping of LPs onto processors. If frequently communicating LPs are aggregated on the same processor, then the value of is kept low, thus implying low values for Q p (i.e., primary rollbacks are infrequently originated due to infrequent remote communication). The quantity is found out, 2 As an LP receiving an antimessage timestamped in the past of its LV T at the m-th advancement step may be scheduled for running in the n-th advancement step, with n m + 1, the rollback propagation steps not necessarily correspond to consecutive advancement steps.
once stated a mapping, by computing the mean communication rate over connections between LPs running on distinct processors.
For what concerns , in any advancement step of the simulation each of the p running LPs is rolling back with probability P r . As, on the average, L r antimessages are sent by a rolling back LP, then pL r P r antimessages are produced, on the average, in any advancement step. Considering antimessages equally likely to be addressed to any LP (as in 18]), the probability to be the recipient of an antimessage is 1=n LP . Therefore, for any LP, the probability to be the recipient of at least one antimessage can be expressed as:
= Prob(to receive at least one antimessage) = = 1 ? Prob(to receive none of the pL r P r antimessages) = = 1 ? Prob(not to receive an antimessage)] pLrPr = = 1 ? ( n LP ? 1 n LP ) pLrPr (10) For the evaluation of M p and A p we consider, without loss of generality, that at any real time instant for any pair of LV Ts < LV T 1 ; LV T 2 >, it holds:
From the point of view of the recipient LP, the probabilities M p and A p do not di er. Given a message/antimessage whose timestamp is obtained enhancing the LV T of the sender LP, namely LV T s , by the quantity (i.e., the timestamp increment), and denoting with LV T r the LV T of the recipient LP, we can write: 
Expression (12) can be rewritten as follows by applying (11) to the pair < LV T s ; LV T r >: M p = A p = 1 2 ? (15) Note that, as (11) applies to any pair of LV Ts, (15) also represents the probability that a message/antimessage is timestamped in the past of the LV T of any LP distinct from the sender; therefore (15) does not apply only to the recipient LP. This property will be exploited in Section 4.2.3 while de ning the upper bound on P r .
From the de nition of in (14) Backward substituting (15) and (10) in (9) and (15) in (8) inequality Q p + Q s 1 straightforwardly holds, thus implying consistency of expression (7) for P r . Finally, plugging (8) and (9) in (7), we obtain the following expression for the rollback probability P r :
Analysis of the Rollback Length
Let N safe denote the average number of events executed in each advancement step of the simulation and not undone by any future rollback occurrence. We refer to these events as safe events. The maximum value for N safe is equal to the number of processors p. By using N safe we can again formulate an expression for N par as follows:
N par = N seq N safe p (17) Indeed, N seq =N safe is the number of advancement steps to terminate a simulation with N seq forecast events; multiplying this ratio by the number of events executed in each step (that is the number p of running LPs), we obtain the total number of events N par of the parallel execution.
Substituting (4) in (17), through simple algebra, we get:
The quantity N safe =p is the probability for an event, executed on whichever processor in any advancement step, to be not undone in the progress of the simulation. Then (1 ? N safe =p) is the rate of undone events. Multiplying latter quantity by the rollback interval 1=P r we get the average rollback length L r . By (18) L r monotonically decreases vs N safe . Considering the limit values for N safe we get:
-when N safe = 0 the average rollback length assumes its limit value L r = 1=P r ; in this case the simulation does not progress since every rollback occurrence moves the simulation back to the last rollback point (the number of events of the parallel execution is unbounded -see expression (4));
-when N safe = p the average rollback length assumes the value L r = 0; in this case no event is ever undone by rollback.
Evaluation of the Upper Bound on the Rollback Probability
By replacing (18) in (16) 
In this section we state a lower bound on N safe leading to an upper bound on P r . Let us consider the p events executed in each advancement step as ordered by increasing values of their timestamps. We denote with P safe (i) the probability that the i-th event in the ordering is a safe event. Because of the Smallest-Timestamp-First scheduling, and due to the absence of messages/antimessages in transit at the beginning of any advancement step, the timestamp of the 1-st event in the ordering represents the GV T of the simulation. This event cannot be ever undone, therefore P safe (1) = 1 (i.e., at least one safe event is executed in each advancement step). Then N safe assumes the following expression:
N safe = 1 + P safe (2) + : : : + P safe (p) (20) The safety of the 2-nd event in the ordering depends only on the activities performed on the processor where the 1-st event in the ordering is executed. Two cases have to be considered:
(i) the execution of the 1-st event does not require rollback handling;
(ii) the execution of the 1-st event requires rollback handling.
In case (i) the 2-nd event is safe if the message sent at the end of the execution of the 1-st event either e1 : is addressed to a local LP, and the timestamp of the next to be processed message stored in the local event list is in the future with respect to the timestamp of the 2-nd event in the ordering 
Denoting with E the probabilistic event obtained by the union of the disjoint probabilistic events e1 and e2, we get:
Prob(E) = Prob(e1) + Prob(e2) (21) In order to evaluate Prob(E), we recall that the timestamp of the 2-nd event in the ordering represents the LV T of the LP executing it, as the LV T of an LP moves to the event timestamp upon the event execution. As expression for M p in (15) holds for any pair < X; Y > (where X represents the timestamp of a message and Y represents the LV T of an LP distinct from the sender of the message), we obtain the following expressions for Prob(e1) and Prob(e2) ( 3 ):
Plugging (15) in (22) and in (23) we obtain:
Prob(e2) = ( 1 2 + ) 2 (25) and by (21) :
Case (ii) cannot be easily modeled to express the safety of the 2-nd event and we do not consider it here. Thus we deduce the following lower bound on P safe (2) , which neglects the contribution proportional to the rollback probability P r :
P safe (2) (1 ? P r )Prob(E) (27) By substituting (26) in (27) the lower bound on P safe (2) becomes: P safe (2) (1 ? P r ) (1 ? )( 1 The expressions here derived for Prob(e1) and Prob(e2) do not consider the case in which the LP executing the second event in the ordering is the sender of the next to be processed message stored in the local event list. Such approximation does not heavily a ect results of the analysis, as previous case is usually infrequent. The considerations made about the safety of the 2-nd event in the ordering can be iterated. The safety of the i-th event depends on the activities performed on each of the i ? 1 processors where the events preceding the i-th one in the ordering are executed. The i-th event is certainly safe whenever on any processor running the j-th event in the ordering (with j < i): no rollback occurs and the probabilistic event E, properly rede ned substituting the j-th event to the 1-st event and the i-th event to the 2-nd event, occurs. Note that the probability of E does not change after such rede nition because, as outlined above, probability M p in (15) does not depends on the timestamp and the LV T which are compared. Therefore the following lower bound on P safe (i) is obtained:
By plugging (29) in ( 
The right side of (19) then, as shown in Figure 3 , the feasible range for P r is the interval where P r f(P r ; ), that is: 0 P r P r (33) where P r denotes the upper bound value for the rollback probability. Let us make some considerations on the behavior of P r vs . Three di erent curves for f(P r ; ), corresponding to three di erent values for (0, 1=4 and 1=2), are plotted in Figure 4 . While increases in its feasible range, that is 0,1/2], the value of P r decreases. From the de nitions of and P r the decrease matches with the expected behavior. For the limit value = 1=2, f(P r ; )
is identically null, so P r j =1=2 = 0. This result straightforwardly derives from (15); indeed, when = 1=2 the probability to receive a straggler message is equal to zero (i.e., no rollback is ever originated). In this case, our model determines an upper bound on the rollback probability equal to zero. For the limit value = 0, the absolute upper bound P r j =0 on the rollback probability of the simulation is obtained.
The knowledge of the value of allows to determine, combining expressions (30) and (31), the feasible range for the rollback probability (and therefore its upper bound value) in function of: number of LPs n LP , number of processors p and probability of remote communication .
Evaluation of the Upper Bound on the Product P r L r
From expression (18) , the product P r L r decreases vs N safe . Replacing in (18) N safe with b N safe (P r ; ), by (30) we get for the product P r L r the following inequality: P r L r 1 ? b N safe (P r ; ) p (34) Expression (30) also outlines that b N safe (P r ; ) decreases vs P r ; hence, replacing in (34) P r with P r , by (33) (36) where the generic term of the sum in the right end of (36) UB PrLr (P r ; ) = 0 (38) Expression (38) outlines an expected behavior since, for the limit value = 1=2, the upper bound P r is null (i.e., there is no rollback at all).
As outlined at the end of Section 4.2.3, the knowledge of the value for allows to determine P r ; then, by combining (36) and (35), UB PrLr (P r ; ) can be computed.
In conclusion, once stated a value for , the upper bounds on P r and the product P r L r can be computed in function of: number of LPs n LP , number of processors p and probability of remote communication .
Empirical Study on the Parameter
The empirical study on , here reported, has been carried out on the synthetic benchmark known as PHOLD model 13], which is widely used for testing performance of Time Warp simulators. We have chosen this benchmark also because it shows a rollback behavior similar to many synthetic benchmarks and to several real world models. In this benchmark, a constant number of messages circulate among LPs, messages are equally likely to be forwarded to any LP, and the timestamp increments derive from some stochastic distribution.
We have considered four di erent values for the number of LPs constituting the model (16, 32, 64, 128) . For all these con gurations, the exponential distribution has been selected for timestamp increments and a population of 10 messages per LP has been xed 4 . Each processor runs the same number of LPs. We simulated each benchmark using di erent values for the number of processors (between 2 and 8) 5 .
As hardware architecture we used a cluster of machines (Pentium 233 MHz -64 Mbytes RAM) connected via Ethernet. Inter-processor communication relies on message passing supported by PVM 34] . The adopted Time Warp system has all the features described in Section 4, except for limited amount of memory causing fossil collection; the Time Warp kernel reclaims memory on demand.
We study the relation between the values of and the average timestamp increments by using the parameter d (an integer variable) de ned as follows. Let max (resp. min ) denote the maximum (resp. minimum) average timestamp increment overall LPs. between maximum and minimum average timestamp increments. In Table 1 observed values for (computed as the average over 10 runs) are reported vs the ratio n LP =p and vs d ( 6 ) . From the obtained results it is evident that, for any pair < n LP =p; d >, the values of appear to be quite stable (the maximum distance is within 5%). Therefore we can deduce that, once xed the average values of the distribution functions for the timestamp increments (whose distance is expressed by d), the value of depends only on the degree of parallelism of the simulation (expressed by n LP =p).
As outlined above, the PHOLD model shows a rollback behavior similar to many other models; therefore, the values of in Table 1 may be considered as representative for many simulations. This feature will be exploited by the algorithm we present in Section 5 for the choice between sequential and parallel simulation.
In Table 2 and in Table 3 the observed values for P r and P r L r are reported vs n LP =p and vs d. From Table 2 and Table 3 , once xed values for d and for n LP , the rollback probability P r and the product P r L r decrease vs the ratio n LP =p. This behavior is due to the lower degree of parallelism that leads to lower probability of timestamp order violation.
As a support to the correctness of our analysis, the solution of the model with values of reported in Table 1 leads to values for P r and UB PrLr which are actually upper bounds on observed values reported in Table 2 and in Table 3 .
5
Eight is the number of available machines. 6 The value of has been measured as follows. A standard clock synchronization algorithm runs on the processors. For each LP a log of its LV T changes is maintained together with the real time at which each change occurs. Messages/antimessages are also stamped with the real time at which they are sent. Upon the receipt of a message/antimessage, in order to collect data to evaluate , the virtual send time of the message/antimessage is compared to the LV T of the recipient LP recorded at the real send time of that message/antimessage. 
Parallel Execution Time
In this section we perform an analysis of the parallel execution time of the simulation and derive an upper bound on it based on the bounds on P r and P r L r previously obtained. Let T ev denote the average execution time for a scheduling cycle. As outlined at the beginning of Section 4.2, in our model T ev assumes the same value on all processors. Under assumptions b), c) and d), all processors execute the same number of events (i.e., N par =p). Therefore, the completion time T par of the parallel simulation can be expressed as:
and by (4):
The quantity N seq =p is the minimum number of events to be executed on each processor to complete a simulation with N seq forecast events. Because of the rollback mechanism, the real number of events executed on each processor becomes N seq = p(1 ? P r L r )].
Denoting with T i the mean time spent in the i-th block of the ow-graph in Figure 1 , T ev can be expressed as:
T ev = T 1 + P r (T 2 + T 3 ) + T 4 + T 5 + 1 T 6 + T 7 (42) Furthermore, denoting with: -t in , the mean time for receiving a message/antimessage (i.e., the time to unpack it); -t out , the mean time for sending a message/antimessage (i.e., the time to pack it); -t extract , the mean time to schedule the next to be run LP; -t r , the mean time required to reload a checkpoint into the current state location; -t ev , the mean event routine time; -t s , the mean state saving time;
the following expressions for the T i terms of (42) can be derived: 
The term T 3 models the mean time for state recovery in case of rollback (its expression has been introduced in 30]). T 3 consists of the time to reload a checkpoint into the current state location plus the coasting forward time; this latter quantity has been shown in 30] to be proportional to the average distance between checkpoints, that is ( ? 1)=2. For what concerns the term T 7 we recall that, in any advancement step, each processor receives, on the average, one message and P r L r antimessages. The derivation of all the other terms is quite straightforward. Substituting expressions (43)- (49) 
where T ev (P r ; UB PrLr (P r ; )) represents expression (50) for T ev evaluated in P r and UB PrLr (P r ; ). T par represents the upper bound value for the parallel execution time. Once xed a value for , the upper bounds P r and UB PrLr (P r ; ) can be computed in function of: n LP , p and ; therefore, also T par is computable as a function of the same parameters and the checkpoint interval .
As P r and UB PrLr (P r ; ) decrease vs , T par decreases vs as well. Hence, the following relation holds:
T par T par j =0
(53) meaning that T par j =0 can be correctly used as upper bound on the parallel execution time. The tightness of this bound depends on the distance between the real value and the limit value = 0. Values of reported in Table 1 could be used to get bounds on the parallel execution time tighter than T par j =0 . The more the simulation model is similar (in terms of rollback behavior) to the PHOLD model, the more those values of are used e ectively. Such values may be used by the algorithm we present in the next section for the choice between sequential and parallel simulation. Figure 5 : Choice Algorithm.
Choice Between Sequential and Parallel Simulation
In this section we make use of the proposed analysis to introduce a methodology to choose between sequential and Time Warp simulation. To this purpose we introduce the following expression for the execution time T seq of a sequential simulation with N seq forecast events:
where T 0 ev denotes the average execution time per event of the sequential simulation. T 0 ev depends on the average event routine time, on software features of the sequential simulator and on the adopted hardware platform.
As our analysis does not lead to an exact value for the parallel execution time T par , but only to an upper bound on it, namely T par (see (52)), the algorithm we propose for the choice between sequential and parallel simulation is based on the comparison between T seq and T par . The selection of the value for in Step2.1 can be supported by Table 1 derived form the study of the behavior of the PHOLD model (see Section 4.2.5). Otherwise, = 0 has to be selected.
Finding a mapping which minimizes the value for the probability of remote communication is an NP-complete problem 16]. Solutions by two di erent costs can be adopted for the selection in Step2.2: (i) mapping based on heuristics leading to low values for (high cost), (ii) random assignment of LPs to processors (low cost).
The value of n LP is known prior the algorithm execution. After Step2.1, the value of has been selected; after Step2.2, also the values of p and have been xed, therefore the only parameter to be selected to determine the value for R is the checkpoint interval . Then, in Step2.3, the value of minimizing R is computed. Such value is the distance between checkpoints that optimizes the parallel execution time, supposing the simulation shows the rollback behavior predicted by our model.
Non-commented steps of the algorithm are trivial. As last remark, if the parallel approach is selected, then any run time optimization scheme of the value of the checkpoint interval can be adopted to further improve performance (for example the one in 30]).
Examples of Application of the Choice Algorithm
In this section examples of application of the choice algorithm described in Section 5 are presented. We report results for both a synthetic benchmark (the PHOLD model) and a real world model. The latter is a store-and-forward communication network in a two-dimensional torus con guration (it will be extensively described in Section 6.2).
Simulations have been carried out by using the cluster of machines and the Time Warp kernel described in Section 4.2.5. In order to apply the choice algorithm to simulation platforms having around the same overhead for an operation (e.g., extraction from the event list of the next to be executed event, etc.), a sequential simulator having as much as possible code portions equal to the parallel one has been used.
The choice algorithm has been applied by exploiting values of reported in Table 1 , considering for any pair < n LP =p; d > the average value among the reported ones.
Results with Synthetic Benchmark
The synthetic benchmark considered is a PHOLD model with n LP = 120 LPs. LPs have exponential distribution function for the timestamp increments with mean equal to 1 (therefore for this model we have d = 0). Furthermore, the population is equal to 10 messages per LP. The selected simulation length is N seq = 10 6 forecast events.
For this benchmark we consider two con gurations which di er by the average event routine time; this parameter is modi ed by introducing a delay loop into the original routine. Instead, the state saving time is xed at 100 sec, corresponding to the time for saving a ctitious state of 1.5 Kbytes. The rst con guration represents the case of large state granularity of the LPs, as it exhibits a short event routine time (i.e., t ev = 50 sec) compared to the state saving time. The second con guration represents the case of medium/small state granularity, exhibiting a long event routine time (i.e., t ev = 400 sec) compared to the state saving cost.
For both con gurations Step2 of the choice algorithm has been executed restricting the domain for p to the set of values f2; 3; 4; 6; 8g (this is done in order to let each processor run the same number of LPs). Whenever the value of corresponding to a given value of n LP =p is not available in Table 1 , it is picked up from the row associated to the closest value of that ratio.
Large State Granularity. We got the following results by applying the choice algorithm:
Step2 ?! R min = 1:59;p = 8;^ = 11; Step3 ?! the sequential simulator is chosen.
The data obtained by simulating the benchmark in a sequential and in a parallel way are reported in Table 4 (each observed value is the average on 10 runs). The table reports the execution time of the sequential simulator T seq ; furthermore, for any pair < p; > (where the value of is the one evaluated in Step2.3 of the algorithm), both the observed value (T par ) and the predicted value (T par ) of the parallel execution time are reported. All execution time values are expressed in seconds. The data show that actually the sequential simulation is time-convenient over the parallel one; therefore, in this case the algorithm leads to an e ective choice.
Medium/Small State Granularity. We got the following results by applying the choice algorithm:
Step2 ?! R min = 0:40;p = 8;^ = 4; Step3 ?! the parallel simulator is chosen with 8 processors and 4 as checkpoint interval.
The data obtained by simulating the benchmark in a sequential and in a parallel way are reported in Table 5 . The data show that actually the parallel simulation is time-convenient over the sequential one. The algorithm makes the right choice; furthermore, it suggests to use a number of processors which actually leads to the minimum value for the parallel execution time among the observed ones.
Results with a Real World Model
In this section we present simulation results of a communication network in a two-dimensional torus con guration. Messages are transmitted according to the store-and-forward policy and the x-y-routing algorithm 33]. We consider a xed message population (10 messages for each node); hence, when a message reaches the destination, another message is inserted into the network. Message lengths are selected from an uniform distribution (between 100 bytes and 3 Kbytes) and the message transmission time is proportional to the message length (2 10 ?3 unit times per byte). We assume there are two unidirectional links between neighboring nodes (one link for each direction). As only one message can be transmitted at a time, there may be queuing delays at links (the queuing discipline is FCFS). Hence, a queuing server is associated with each link; the service time is equal to the message transmission time. Service times are precomputed and messages are immediately forwarded to the next node. The network dimension is 4 4. Each node is modeled by an LP and the selected simulation length is N seq = 10 6 committed events.
The size of the state of an LP is 1 Kbyte (the corresponding state saving time is 67 sec), whereas the event routine time is 300 sec. In this case Step2 of the choice algorithm has been executed restricting the domain for p to the set of values f2; 4; 8g and adopting the obvious mapping of LPs onto processors.
We got the following results by applying the choice algorithm:
Step2 ?! R min = 0:79;p = 4;^ = 4; Step3 ?! the parallel simulator is chosen with 4 processors and 4 as checkpoint interval.
The obtained results are reported in Table 6 (also in this case, observed values result as the average of 10 runs). The data show that actually the parallel simulation is time-convenient over the sequential one. Also in this case, the algorithm makes the right choice, but it suggests to use a number of processors which actually does not lead to the minimum observed value for the parallel execution time. This \non-optimal" choice of the number of processors arises from the signi cant overprediction of the model when the number of processors is large. When the number of processors increases, the degree of parallelism becomes higher and the rollback probability increases as well. From a mathematical point of view, our upper bound on the parallel execution time derives from a lower bound b N safe on the quantity N safe (see (30) ). As b N safe is obtained neglecting contributions proportional to the rollback probability (see (29) ), the amount of our prediction error is large especially in case of high rollback probability. Therefore, the algorithm should lead to e ective results in all the cases of low rollback probability (e.g, simulations of large models mapped onto a small number of processors or simulations with infrequently communicating LPs).
Conclusions
In this paper an analytical model describing performance of Time Warp synchronization, applied to simulation models with homogeneous LPs, has been presented. The model takes into account the e ects of checkpointing and rollback overhead and the e ects of the aggregation of LPs onto processors. The model predicts an upper bound on the completion time of simulations of models with features matching those considered in our analysis. An algorithm to choose between Time Warp and sequential simulation, based on the model, is presented. The algorithm does not require preventive generation of simulation code.
Experimental results of a synthetic benchmark and a real word model have shown the e ectiveness of the algorithm, which suggests the right choice between parallel and sequential implementation.
In case of parallel implementation, the algorithm might not identify the optimal value for the number of processors to be used. Such a drawback derives from a large overprediction of the model in the case of simulations showing high rollback probability (e.g., simulations with high degree of parallelism and/or high communication rate between logical processes). This is because the amount of productive simulation work, identi ed by the model as the fraction of events that are not undone by rollback, does not include a contribution proportional to the rollback probability. The analysis could be improved by modeling that contribution in order to de ne tighter upper bounds on the completion time. An orthogonal step ahead consists of a specialization of the analysis to particular classes of simulation models (e.g., queuing networks).
On the other hand, the model itself is highly general, as the major assumption on the considered simulation problem is the homogeneity of the LPs. Therefore it can be applied to a wide class of simulation problems.
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